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Director’s Note

The composer shared some thoughts that I would like to share with you.

“As this plot opens our audience is in the same position as our two protagonists Margaret and Clara. They come to a country where they do not speak the language and they have to make their way and glean from behavior, circumstance, and even pitch if you will what’s going on and how to make their way and how to succeed.”

“I think The Light in the Piazza is...at its core about the nature of love and every song is a love song. The word love - there’s only really one word for that in our language in English but in music, there are an infinite number of ways of saying that word.”

“The Light in the Piazza really means the experience of love in the air - the oxygen of love - that everything is love when you’re falling in love when you’re in love. So it’s like light. It’s just photons flying radically all over.”

- Adam Guetell from the Live at the Lincoln Center production of The Light of the Piazza during the Intermission Interview.

Working on The Light in the Piazza has turned into a deeply personal journey for many of the cast and crew. The process of working with this group of talented performers has brought tremendous light into my life. We look forward to sharing that same light and love with you!

- Dr. Marc Reynolds, Director of Texas State Opera Theater
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TXST Opera Giving

If you enjoyed tonight’s performance and would like to support our students, please: Follow the QR code or the link below and click on the “Support Texas State Opera Theater” button.

Thank you for supporting our students and TXST Opera Theater!
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